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The Journal of Studies in Language 36.3, 373-395. The purpose of this study is to
confirm whether Korean students can perceive the difference in duration
between singleton and geminate types of words in English and Korean and
articulate distinctly. Through acoustic analyses, we want to identify the duration
of geminate structures, which are categorized into two classes, tautomorphemic
and concatenated, the latter subdivided into morpheme-boundary and
word-boundary geminates. Thus, the current study tested some words which are
associated with geminate structures and singletons on American and Korean
speakers. This study showed that, concerning the Korean words, most of the
Koreans who participated in the study were aware of the spelling of the words
and articulated them carefully. However, with the English words, they were
affected by morphemic and word boundaries without recognizing sound
variations according to their specific contexts. Koreans markedly perceived the
intervocalic /l/s as ambisyllabic, and there were no differences in the duration
between geminates and singletons in the /l/s. In conclusion, the Koreans’
articulation deeply relied on the spelling of words and was greatly affected by
their mother languages’ speech sound system. (Chonnam National University)
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본인이 투고한 논문은 다른 학술지에 게재된 적
이 없으며 타인의 논문을 표절하지 않았음을 서
약합니다. 추후 중복게재 혹은 표절된 것으로 밝
혀질 시에는 논문게재 취소와 일정 기간 논문 제
출의 제한 조치를 받게 됨을 인지하고 있습니다.

1. Introduction
When we integrate previous studies with respect to gemination in languages,
we recognize the facts that a consonant or double consonants move towards two
different directions. One of them takes the following processes: assimilation >
gemination > segmental lengthening or tensification > degemination, whereas the
other undergoes the following procedure: syllabification > ambisyllabicity >
gemination. If we consider gemination in languages, it seems to be complex
to us due to the difference of gemination processes and their environments in
languages.
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One well-known fact in linguistics is that CC types as a sequence of identical segments are usually not allowed by
OCP (Borowsky, 1987), so that for acceptable forms, the structures of geminates should be changed to degemination
through assimilation, insertion, segmental lengthening, etc. In Korean cases, two consonants undergo assimilation and
become an assimilated geminate, and this then results in consonantal lengthening in a phonetic form as in /cheon+li/→
[ʨhʌl:i] ‘the law of nature’ (Oh and Redford, 2012:82). In addition, geminates, which are composed of a sequence of
consonants of the same manner and place of articulation, usually undergo tensification that leads to degemination as in
/ɑk+ki/→[ɑk’i] ‘a musical instrument’ (Kim-Renaud, 1974).
In English, we assume that geminate structures usually take a form of fake geminates which are well-known for
consonantal lengthening in phonetic representations. When considering environments of gemination, the types of
geminates can be classified into the following two cases: tautomorphemic and concatenated.
With regard to the tautomorphemic geminates, we can see the cases in word-internal geminate forms as in happen
since the intervocalic consonant /p/ of the word is handled as an ambisyllabic consonant (Fallow, 1981). However, if we
investigate concatenated geminates, they seem to occur in more complex contexts than tautomorphemic ones.
Tentatively, we classify concatenated geminates into two classes, morpheme-boundary geminates and word-boundary
geminates (Oh and Redford, 2012).
We define the morpheme-boundary geminates as heteromorphemes concatenation but they are not separated by
morpheme boundaries, and thus they are composed of a sequence of two identical consonants as in bookcase and
usually behave like one word. On the other hand, word-boundary geminates are similar to morpheme-boundary
geminates except that they are composed of heteromorphemes but are divided by a word boundary as in rat tail, and
thus the /t/s of the words have geminate structures at word level.1)
When we survey the approaches to gemination from the 1950s to the 2000s, several analyses from each of different
theoretical frameworks have been performed. First, the studies on gemination focused on the processes of geminate
formation and tried to identify the sources of three geminate types, lexical, assimilated, and concatenated (Kenyon and
Knott, 1953; Malmberg, 1963; Delattre, 1968; Mohanan, 1986; Harris, 1994; Gussman, 2002; Kreidler, 2004;
Ridouane, 2010). Second, there were experimental studies, such as whether gemination occurred in Americans’ daily
lives through affixation (Kaye, 2005), if there were duration differences of prefixed geminates and singletons in
American speakers (Delattre, 1968; Ridouane, 2010), and whether the place and manner of articulation and voicing
affected Korean and American speakers on some geminate types of consonants between vowels (Shin and Hwang,
2012). Third, there were studies on perception differences in word-initial, middle, and final positions of geminates
based on Optimal Theory (Hammond, 1999; Suh, 2006). Finally, there were prosodic approaches to represent the
duration differences between singletons and geminates at X-timing tier (Leben, 1980), Root tier (Selkirk, 1990), and
Mora-level (Hayes, 1989; Davis, 2003; Oh, 2015).
In considering either the environments and patterns of geminates or the general trends in research on gemination
reviewed above, we come to the conclusion that an ideal study of geminates goes towards experimenting on speech
sounds.
In fact, Korean students have been exposed to English education for considerable periods of time. Hence when they
1) With regard to morpheme-boundary and word-boundary geminates, Oh and Redford (2012) assert that any boundaries in the geminates
are not shown in phonetic forms as in fun name, unnamed.
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pronounce some English words, it can be expected that their pronunciations will approximate native speakers’ speech
sounds. However, from my teaching experience, Korean students still show spelling-based pronunciation tendencies.
According to Lane (2013:61), if we pronounce the /k/s in black cat and the /s/s in bus stop twice each, it is incorrect,
and rather the two consonants are pronounced like one long consonant each. On the presupposition of her argument, we
have a doubt as to whether Korean students can perceive the difference in duration between singletons and geminates in
words and can pronounce both of them discriminately. Therefore, we try to carry out the experiments on two groups of
speakers through singletons and geminate structures in Korean and English. One of reasons to do so is to see whether
Korean speakers will demonstrate any differences from American speakers regarding the assimilated and tensified
geminates in Korean. The other reason is to identify the duration differences between the two groups of speakers’
pronunciation with regard to geminate types of words in English. Another is to confirm whether the two groups of
speakers will show any duration differences in the correlation between singletons and their corresponding geminate
structures. From this study, we can see what tendencies Korean speakers show in relation to assimilation-gemination/
tensification-degemination and ambisyllabicity-gemination through the current experiment.

2. Experimental Matters
2.1 Methods of Experiment
The subjects in this experimental study are two groups of speakers: One group is 12 Korean students, 6 males and 6
females, who are majoring in English language and are studying at a university in the eastern area of Jeonnam, and their
TOEIC scores are between 550 and 650. The other group is 12 American students who are native speakers, 5 females
and 7 males, who are studying at a state university in the western part of the United States, and their average Korean
language proficiency is intermediate because, at that time, they had taken classes from Advanced Korean 2 to
Beginning Korean 2.
I ask the subjects of the two groups to pronounce given experimental words at a normal rate of speech and direct them
to read the experimental words by putting them in the carrier sentence, this is ___________ and, after reading each
sentence, to give a 3-second pause for reading the next sentence. I use a Zoom H6 Handy Recorder to record each group
of speakers’ voices in soundproof rooms located at different places. The recording files are transferred to a computer
and all of speakers’ voices are analyzed in Praat.
The geminates produced by either assimilation or concatenation of morphemes have been represented as one
prolonged segment in terms of phonology framework, as in stop please, top post (Borowsky, et al, 1984:45; Yavaş,
2011:59) and therefore, the geminates are perceived longer in segment duration than singletons, as in river (Oh,
2016:279). Moreover, duration difference of singletons and geminates in terms of prosodic approaches have been
studied (Leben, 1980; Hayes, 1989; Selkirk, 1990; Davis, 2003, etc.).
In this study, however, we will focus on an experimental approach to sound analyses for gemination, since we want to
identify the phonologically controversial arguments in both the correlation between ambisyllabicity and geminate
duration and the duration difference between singletons and geminates through our experiments. The words to consider
in our study are as follows:
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(1) a. cheonli ‘the law of nature’, nanlo ‘a stove’, kwanljo ‘ a bureaucrat’
b. akki ‘a musical instrument’, geotta ‘to walk’, chitssol ‘a toothbrush’
(2) a. happen, rabbit, grammar
b. bookcase, roommate, nighttime
c. rat tail, son name, top post
(3) a. stray tissue, gray tomb
b. straight issue, fight issue
c. straight tissue, white tie
(4) a. balance, color, salad
b. wholly, mellow, teller
To measure the duration of geminates, the experimental words are classified into Korean and English words as we see
in (1) and (2)-(4). The construction of geminates in Korean can be reclassified as two types through assimilation and
tensification as in (1). Gemination is derived by total assimilation of the words in (1a) and results in consonantal
lengthening, while degemination arises from tensification in the geminate representation with words in (1b), and all of
those words are adopted from Kim-Renaud (1974), Oh and Redford (2012), and Shin et al. (2013).
With regard to the English experimental words in our study, they are classified into three cases: The word-internal
consonants of the words in (2a) are tautomorphemic geminates for ambisyllabic consonants (Lehiste, 1970:45), whereas
the words in (2b), as concatenated geminates, consist of heteromorphemes but are not divided by morphemic boundaries.
Thus, those words are often treated as whole words and are regarded as morpheme-boundary geminates, since the
geminate consonants occur at morpheme boundaries (Oh and Redford, 2012). As for the words in (2c), they are similar
to the words of (2b) in that they are composed of heteromorphemes except for being separated by word boundaries.
Thus, we think of such types of geminates as word-boundary geminates, because the identical consonants in sequence
are concatenated at word boundaries (Stonham, 2009:29; Oh, 2015).
Next, the examples in (3) are a series of cases in which the circumstances are similar to geminates but each of them is
different. The reason why we include them in our study is to confirm how Korean students really articulate the /t/s in
similar environments, such as stray tissue, straight issue, straight tissue (Ladefoged, 2006; Oh, 2015). Ladefoged
(2006:76) insists that, ‘although these words are environmentally similar, most people would be able to discriminate the
difference among them.’ However, we doubt whether Korean students can articulate these words distinctly. In fact, the
/t/s contained in the words are each realized as different variants.
In the case of stray tissue in (3a), the /t/ of tissue is the onset of the stressed syllable, and thus it will be not geminated
but rather aspirated in its pronunciation. Nevertheless, Kaye (2005) claims that gray tomb sounds like great tomb as
geminated [tt]. Thus, we try to examine the two groups of speakers with the words. In straight issue of (3b), the final /t/
of straight appears at the coda position of the stressed syllable but before the other stressed syllable, and thus, the /t/ is
articulated as flapping at the final position of the first syllable (Oh, 2015:281)2). In the words straight tissue of (3c), the
2) In regard to the environments of flapping, Balongné (2001) insists that stress is not sensitive at word boundaries. Also Jensen (1993:148)
asserts that flapping occurs in whi[ɾ]e owl, which seems to be a similar context to straight issue.
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identical stop /t/s in sequence are a concatenated geminate in similar contexts with (2c), and thus we expect the subjects
to articulate the stops with the geminated [tt]. According to Oh (2016:280), this type of geminate structure corresponds
to ambisyllabicity which results in the lengthening effect of gemination. But conversely, Ladefoged (2006:76) has
contended for a shortening effect which arises ‘when two identical consonants come next one another, as in big game.’
Therefore, we try to test those words on Korean and American speakers and to verify which of those arguments accords
with the prevalent view of gemination from our experimental study.
Finally, the liquid /l/s of the examples in (4) are placed between two syllables. With regard to such /l/s in English,
they have been regarded as ambisyllabic on condition that they are located between stressed syllables and unstressed
syllables (Fallow, 1976). That is, Fallow’s insistence means that ‘intervocalic consonants contain properties that are
both onset-like and coda-like’ (Oh, 2014:379). There are also other claims supporting the ambisyllabicity of /l/: The /l/
is strongly connected to the preceding syllable due to high sonority (Treiman and Danis, 1988), and when
syllable-internal consonants lie between short vowels, they generally become ambisyllabic (Treiman and Danis, 1988;
Treiman et al., 2002).
As for the Korean consonant /l/(/ㄹ/), Koreans perceive the intervocalic /l/s as ambisyllabic as in Korean words
‘sallim and millim’ (Oh, 2013:275). Oh conducted syllabification tests with English words including liquid(/l/),
nasal(/n/), and obstruents on American and Korean students through written and listening tasks, since he wanted to
identify whether the syllabification was correlated with consonant type, vowel length, and stress (Oh, 2013). In his
study, he insisted that Korean students syllabified the intervocalic liquid /l/ as ambisyllabic at a high rate in both tasks
regardless of vowel length or stress because of their innate abilities in their mother language. On the other hand, in the
written task case of American students, their syllabification as ambisyllabic of the liquid /l/ was affected by consonant
types and stress, but in the listening task, their syllabification of the liquid /l/ was influenced by stress and vowel length.
From the aforementioned arguments, it is meaningful for us to experiment on the two groups of speakers with the
English words in (4a) and (4b), since the words are closely related to the /l/ of ambisyllabic circumstance to identify the
duration of the /l/ in its respective contexts. In addition, it is said that when Korean students pronounce English words,
they have a strong tendency to do spelling-based pronunciation. Accordingly, we want to confirm the assertions on
geminates through our experiments.
However, in order to investigate any difference in duration between singletons and geminates, it is also necessary for
us to conduct experiments on singletons in English and Korean. For this, we ask one student from each group to read the
following words three times and record the words the same as we did with the geminates.
(5) a. cheoli ‘handling’, seoli ‘frost’
b. siki ‘a chance’, sata ‘to buy’, chisil ‘dental floss’
(6) a. topee, debit, veto, okay
b. coma, anoint
(7) silent
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The Korean words in (5a) include word-internal singletons with the liquid /l/(/ㄹ/), and the singletons of those words
are in contrast with the geminates presented in (1a). Also, the Korean words in (5b) contain intervocalic singletons,
stops(/ㄱ, ㄷ/) and a fricative(/ㅅ/) corresponding to the geminates, stops and the fricative in (1b). The English examples
in (6a) and (6b), which contain word-internal singletons with voiceless and voiced stops and nasals, are compared with
the geminates stops(/p, b, t, k/) and nasals(/m, n/) referred to in (2) and (3c). Finally, for comparison with the English
words in (4a) and (4b), we select the example of (7). At present, we follow the prevalent views in geminates and predict
that both of the two groups will articulate geminates longer than singletons. Now, we will examine whether such views
coincide with the results of our experiments on the subjects who participated in our experiments.

2.2 Results of Experiments
In order to compare the duration of geminates and singletons in words, we experimented on the words that American
and Korean students articulated despite their language differences. However, one of the practical reasons for our
experiments is to get more objective results concerning a general tendency in studies on gemination, especially with
respect to the duration of geminates. The other is to confirm whether the prevalent views on the duration of geminates
are consistent with our research in terms of consonantal lengthening.
We carried out acoustic analyses in the spectrograms of Praat from the voice files of the two groups of speakers. In
addition, we also performed statistical analyses to confirm the differences between geminates as well as between
singletons and geminates produced by the two groups of speakers, and for this we ran the statistics program R to do
significance tests based on p-values.
2.2.1 Korean Words
As mentioned above in relation to (1a), we assume that those types of words are assimilated geminates because, in the
phonological system in Korean, the sequences of /n+l/ or /l+n/ are not allowed, and thus it is anticipated that such
geminates will get consonantal lengthening in phonetic representations. When we measure the duration of geminates,
some cases among speakers of the two groups are demanding, since the lateral /l/ is sonorant and therefore it makes it
hard to discriminate each of the boundaries at a starting point and at an ending point of the lateral in an intervocalic
position.
However, there is a cue to segment laterals from vowels, and this cue is a kind of acoustic characteristic of the lateral.
According to Johnson (2003:163), it is said that the spectral signature of laterality is an anti-formant between F2 and F3;
that is, it shows up in the spectrum as a spectral valley. In addition, it is possible to demarcate the boundaries of the
intervocalic consonant /l/ by observing the formants of the preceding and following vowels in the spectrogram so that
we can measure the duration of the assimilated geminate /l/.
First, we measure the duration of each of the laterals in the words cheonli, nanlo, kwanljo in (1a) that the American
and Korean students pronounced. Figure 1 shows the acoustic measurements for the [l] in [ʨhʌl:i] on the spectrograms,
and the /l/ is designated by the two red-highlighted parts from an American and a Korean subject. In the Americans, the
mean values of those words are as follows: cheonli(186.25 ms), nanlo(167.16 ms), kwanljo(201.58 ms), and the unit for
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measuring duration is milliseconds(ms). In the case of the Koreans, each of mean values of the /l/s in those words is
relatively small compared to that of the Americans as in Table 1. We can guess that the Americans articulated the
Korean words in (1a) as a careful speech style because the words may be unfamiliar to them.

American

Korean

Fig. 1. Spectrograms of an American and a Korean pronunciation of ‘cheonli’

Also, with regard to cheonli, nanlo, kwanljo, we conduct R-linear mixed statistic analyses in order to verify the mean
value differences between the two groups of speakers. The results show statistically signifiant differences(p<0.05)
between the two groups as in Table 1.
Table 1. Statistical analyses of ‘cheonli, nanlo, kwanljo’

word
cheonli
nanlo
kwanljo

Speaker

Mean

American

186.25

Korean

146.16

American

167.16

Korean

139.08

American

201.58

Korean

149.253)

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

-30.08

12.88

22

-2.336

0.029*

-28.08

13.47

22

-2.084

0.049*

-52.33

20.72

22

-2.526

0.0192*

In the case of the words akki, geotta, chitssol in (1b), as referred to above, such geminate representations generally
undergo degemination by tensification as in /ɑk+ki/→[ɑk’i](Kim-Renaud, 1974). Accordingly, the durations of those
words would not be long. Thus, in our study, we want to confirm whether the measurements of the geminates’ duration
show any difference either between the two groups or between geminates and singletons. First, we compared the
duration of the geminate forms in the two groups and the results are as follows, in Table 2. As we see in Table 2, the
words akki, geotta display a significant difference(p<0.05) in the duration between Americans and Koreans. In the case
of chitssol, however, the difference of duration is not significant(p>0.08).

3) Although kwanljo contains a complex syllable structure, the Korean students do not have such phonological knowledge and the word is
highly familiar to them. Thus, it seems that they just recognized and pronounced the word as the other given Korean words.
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Table 2. Statistical analyses of ‘akki, geotta, chitssol’

word
akki
geotta
chitssol

Speaker

Mean

American

168.08

Korean

212.41

American

147.33

Korean

209.58

American

152.33

Korean

176.33

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

44.33

17.38

22

2.551

0.018229*

62.25

19.87

22

3.133

0.00484**

24

12.64

11

1.899

0.0841

Now, in order to compare the differences between the mean values of all the words in (1a) and (1b) simultaneously,
we display the mean values of all those words between Americans and Koreans on a graph in Figure 2. As we see in the
graph, in the case of (1a), the mean values of Americans are higher than those of Koreans, but in (1b), in reverse,
Koreans’ mean values are higher than the Americans’. This can seem to show that the Koreans articulated the words in
(1b) carefully as if they are two-syllable words.

Fig. 2. Comparison of word duration differences between Americans and Koreans

Next, in order to compare any difference of duration between singletons and geminates, it is required to experiment
on the subjects with the singletons in Korean words. Firstly, we compare the duration of singletons in the words in (5a)
and (5b) on an American and a Korean. For this, as with the geminates, we measure the duration of the singletons in
those words. The results of the comparison are summarized in Table 3.
As we see in Table 3, the words cheoli and seoli which contain /l/(/ㄹ/) show a significant difference(p<0.05) as does
chisil which includes the /s/(/ㅅ/), but in the case of siki and sata, there is no significant difference(p>0.05) between the
two speakers. Based on the results, we can assume that the Korean articulated the voiceless stop sounds in the singletons
similarly to the American.
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Table 3. Statistical analyses of singletons between an American and a Korean

word
cheoli
seoli
siki
sata
chisil

Speaker
American
Korean
American
Korean
American
Korean
American
Korean
American
Korean

Mean
65.33
34.33
68.66
36
63.33
65.33
45.33
73.66
129.66
106.66

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

-31.83

4.2

5

-7.56

0.000639***

15.16

8.86

10

1.71

0.118

-23

3.6

2

-6.37

0.0237*

Secondly, we are going to compare the singletons in the words in (5a) and (5b) with the geminates in the words in (1a)
and (1b) in terms of duration, since this makes us confirm whether any differences in duration between the singletons
and the geminates exist within each group. Furthermore, if differences are found in the comparison, we expect to see
where those differences occur in both groups. At first, we look into the Americans and then into the Koreans. To
Americans, when we compare cheonli, nanlo, kwanljo with cheoli, seoli, and then akki, geotta, chitssol, with siki, sata,
chisil, respectively, the results are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Statistical correspondence between geminates and singletons in Americans

word

Speaker

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

cheonli, nanlo, kwanljo – cheoli, seoli

American

-31.83

4.2

5

-7.56

0.000639***

akki-siki

American

geotta-sata

American

15.16

8.86

10

1.71

0.118

chitssol-chisil

American

22.67

24.76

13

0.915

0.3766

As seen in Table 4, a significant difference is only displayed in comparison between cheonli, nanlo, kwanljo and
cheoli, seoli, but otherwise there is no significant difference. This means that in the case of words which contain lateral
/l/s, the American speakers articulated the geminates much longer than the singletons.
Thirdly, we examine the cases of Koreans as with Americans. In this case, we expect the Koreans as native speakers
to pronounce the geminate consonants longer but the degeminated consonants similar to the singletons. Let us consider
the results of statistical analyses in Table 5. In the case of Koreans, all the comparisons of those words show a
significant difference. Our previous assumption was that, although the words akki, geotta, chitssol contain geminate
structures, such geminates undergo tensification to become degeminated, so that in their phonetic representations they
can be similar to the singletons included in the words siki, sata, chisil in terms of duration.
However, the results are against our expectation with regard to akki-siki, geotta-sata, chitssol-chisil. As we saw from
the comparison of the mean values of Table 2 and Table 3 above, the duration of the degeminated consonants in akki,
geotta, chitssol was much longer than that of the singletons in siki, sata, chisil. Hence, the results are opposite to our
assumption, and we can suppose this difference is caused by spelling-conscious types of articulation in the Koreans
regarding akki, geotta, chitssol.
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Table 5. Statistical correspondence between geminates and singletons in Koreans

word

Speaker

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

cheonli, nanlo, kwanljo – cheoli, seoli

Korean

113

13.79

34

8.196

1.46e-09***

141.5

17.6

19.74

8.041

1.18e-07***

69.67

16.7

10.21

4.171

0.00183**

akki-siki

Korean

geotta-sata

Korean

chitssol-chisil

Korean

In sum, with regard to the words cheonli, nanlo, kwanljo in (1a) and the words akki, geotta in (1b), the comparison of
duration in these words shows statistically signifiant differences between the two groups, but in the word chitssol, there
is no significant difference. As regards the correspondence in cheonli, nanlo, kwanljo-cheoli /seoli, akki-siki,
geotta-sata, chitssol-chisil in terms of duration, in the case of Americans, only the comparison between cheonli, nanlo,
kwanljo and cheoli, seoli shows a significant difference, but otherwise there is no significant difference. However, in the
case of Koreans, the comparison of all of those words displays a significant difference, and thus we can see obvious
differences of duration between the singletons and the geminates in the Koreans.
2.2.2 English Words
As referred to in (2a) above, the words happen, rabbit, grammar are regarded as tautomorphemic geminates arising
from their ambisyllabic consonants. The reason we consider such geminates in our study is to test by acoustic analyses
whether the arguments based on phonological approaches are true that the durations of the geminates are longer than
those of singletons through the consonants in ambisyllabic environments.
At first, we compare the words happen, rabbit, grammar between Americans and Koreans to see any differences in
duration and then consider the duration of the singletons corresponding to the tautomorphemic geminates. After that, we
investigate the difference between the geminates and the singletons in duration within each group.
Let us consider the duration of the words happen, rabbit, grammar for a comparison between Americans and
Koreans. As with the words in (1), we conduct R-linear mixed statistic analyses on the mean values of the two groups.
The results of statistical tests are shown in Table 6.
As we see in Table 6, there is a significant difference(p<0.05) in the words happen and grammar, but the word rabbit
shows no significant difference between Americans and Koreans.
Table 6. Statistical analyses of ‘happen, rabbit, grammar’

word
happen
rabbit
grammar

Speaker

Mean

American

112

Korean

173.08

American

71.16

Korean

71.33

American

81.5

Korean

98.58
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Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

28.72

8.3

70

3.457

0.000934***

0.166

3.853

11

0.043

0.966

23.167

5.102

23

4.541

0.000146***
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Next, let us consider the words containing only the singletons /p, b, m/ in (6) in order to compare them with the
geminates embedded in the words in (2a) between the two groups. The chosen words are as similar as possible to
word-internal environments with the geminates. The results of statistical analyses are illustrated in Table 7 as
follows.
Table 7. Statistical analyses of ‘topee, debit, coma’

word
topee
debit
coma

Speaker

Mean

American

126

Korean

138.66

American

80

Korean

83

American

104

Korean

97.33

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

17.167

3.39

5

5.063

0.00389***

3

7.118

4

0.421

0.695

14.167

8.076

10

1.754

0.11

As seen in Table 7, only the word topee shows a significant difference(p<0.05) but there are no significant differences
in debit, coma between the two groups of speakers. We can assume that this may be ascribed to a weak burst of the /p/
in the Korean compared with the American.
Now, we consider the difference between the geminates and the singletons such as happen-topee, rabbit-debit,
grammar-coma in the case of Americans. The results of statistical analyses are summarized in Table 8.
Table 8. Statistical correspondence between geminates and singletons in Americans

word

Speaker

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

happen-topee

American

22.56

17.47

27.88

1.291

0.20716

rabbit-debit

American

-8.833

7.637

13

-1.157

0.268

grammar-coma

American

-22.5

17.27

9.902

-1.303

0.22211

As we see in Table 8, the comparison of durations between the geminates and the singletons in happen-topee,
rabbit-debit, grammar-coma statistically shows no significant difference. This means that, unexpectedly, Americans
articulated each consonant of geminates and singletons embedded in those words very similarly.
Next, let us consider whether any difference in duration between the geminates and the singletons appears in the
case of Koreans. In this case, we expect the Koreans as non-native speakers of English to pronounce those words with
no obvious discrimination. The results of statistical analyses are listed in Table 9. In the table, only happen-topee
shows a significant difference, but otherwise there is no significance. As seen in the comparison of Table 6 with
Table 7 above, there has been a large difference in the mean values between happen(178.08 ms) and topee(138.66 ms).
Therefore, we can assume that the Koreans may pronounce the /p/ in the word happen longer due to
spelling-consciousness.
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Table 9. Statistical correspondence between geminates and singletons in Koreans

word

Speaker

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

happen-topee

Korean

34.11

12.25

40

2.784

0.00816**

rabbit-debit

Korean

-11.667

8.639

13

-1.35

0.2

grammar-coma

Korean

1.25

18.28

13

0.068

0.9465

Now, let us consider the examples in (2b), which are regarded as morpheme-boundary geminates since the geminates
are composed of heteromorphemes but not divided by morphemic boundaries. Thus, those words in (2b) are often
available like whole words in sentences. As with the words in (2a), similarly, we do acoustic analyses of those words in
(2b) for their mean values. We also perform R-linear mixed statistic analyses on the mean values of those words so that
we can confirm any differences between the two groups of speakers in the following cases: the geminates, the singletons
corresponding to the geminates, and the correlation between the geminates and the singletons.
At first, we consider the words bookcase, roommate, nighttime so as to compare their duration between Americans
and Koreans. The results of statistical analyses are shown in Table 10.
Table 10. Statistical analyses of ‘bookcase, roommate, nighttime’

word
bookcase
roommate
nighttime

Speaker

Mean

American

169.66

Korean

172.5

American

120.5

Korean

149.75

American

144

Korean

166.25

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

28.722

8.309

70

3.457

0.000934***

23.167

5.102

23

4.541

0.000146***

28.722

8.309

70

3.457

0.000934***

In Table 10, the results of statistical analyses of all the geminates show a significant difference, and thus we recognize
that the Koreans articulated such geminates longer than the Americans. Also, based on the results, we can assume that
the Koreans may view the geminates as being consisted of heteromorphemes at the morphemic boundaries and this is
reflected in their pronunciation.
Next, we examine singletons so as to make a comparison with the geminated consonants in the examples considered
above. At first, we chose the words okay and veto which contain the singletons /k/ and /t/ in similar environments with
regard to the geminates in Table 10. As we see in Table 11, the word veto shows a significant difference(p<0.05), but in
the word okay there is no significant difference(p>0.05) between the American and the Korean.
Table 11. Statistical analyses of ‘okay, veto’

word
okay
veto

Speaker

Mean

American

129.33

Korean

147

American

112.66

Korean

134.33
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Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

18.333

8.353

2

2.195

0.1594

17.167

3.39

5

5.063

0.00389**
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Now, let us compare the geminates in bookcase, roommate, nighttime with the singletons in okay, coma, veto,
respectively within each group. In the case of Americans, they are native speakers, so it is predicted that their
pronunciation shall demonstrate differences between the geminates and their corresponding singletons in terms of
duration. In order to prove this, we conduct R-linear mixed statistic analyses on the mean values of both the geminates
and the singletons in those words with the Americans, and the results are summarized in Table 12.
Table 12. Statistical correspondence between geminates and singletons in Americans

word

Speaker

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

bookcase-okay

American

41

20.11

10.42

2.039

0.0676

roommate-coma

American

16.5

14.25

13

1.158

0.26786

nighttime-veto

American

22.56

17.47

27.88

1.291

0.20716

As seen in Table 12, unexpectedly, none of the cases show any significant difference(p>0.05) in correlation between
the geminates and the singletons. We think of these results as morphemic boundaries not affecting Americans’
pronunciation in such types of geminates.
Next, let us consider the same cases seen in Table 12 in Koreans. Definitely, we expect the Koreans to articulate the
geminates and singletons in the word correspondences each discriminately. That is, they have a high probability to
pronounce the geminates longer than the singletons. The results of statistical analyses are listed in Table 13.
Table 13. Statistical correspondence between geminates and singletons in Koreans

word

Speaker

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

bookcase-okay

Korean

25.5

16.93

13

1.506

0.15602

roommate-coma

Korean

52.42

15.61

13

3.357

0.00515**

nighttime-veto

Korean

34.11

12.25

40

2.784

0.00816**

As we see in Table 13, there are significant differences(p<0.05) in the cases of roommate-coma, nighttime-veto, but
the case of bookcase-okay shows no significant difference. From these results, we can guess that the Koreans may
articulate the velar stop /k/s in these words with less closure, more forward like an alveolar sound for easy articulation.
Otherwise, as we see in the comparison of the mean values of the two cases, roommate(149.75 ms)-coma(97.33 ms) and
nighttime(166.25 ms)-veto(134.33 ms), such large differences of the mean values in these words show the Koreans
articulating the geminates and the singletons distinctly in line with our expectation.
As the final examples in (2), let us consider the geminate structures of the words presented in (2c). As mentioned
previously, the words rat tail, son name, top post have been categorized as word-boundary geminates since the identical
consonants in sequence appertain to heteromorphemes but are concatenated at the boundaries (Oh, 2015). In this case,
we apply the same analysis processes for those words in (2c) as with the words in (2a) and (2b). At first, we perform
R-linear mixed statistic analyses on the mean values of those words so as to establish differences between the two
groups. The results of statistical analyses are shown in Table 14.
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Table 14. Statistical analyses of ‘rat tail, son name, top post’

word
rat tail
son name
top post

Speaker

Mean

American

184.16

Korean

181.08

American

174

Korean

144.66

American

187.58

Korean

191.33

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

11.042

9.768

47

1.13

0.264

-29.33

10.73

22

-2.733

11.042

9.768

47

1.13

0.0121*
0.264

As seen in Table 14, there are no significant differences(p>0.05) in rat tail and top post, but there is in son name. We
can assume that the Koreans articulated those two words containing the voiceless stop sounds /t, p/ similarly to the
Americans.
Next, let us investigate a singleton so as to compare the geminated consonants in the examples referred to above. We
look at just the word anoint containing /n/, because the singletons relating to /t, p/ have already been considered. When
we compare anoint in terms of mean values between the American(96.66 ms) and the Korean(131.66 ms), the result
shows a significant difference(Estimate 35.00, Std. Error 1.00, df 2.00, t value 35.00, Pr(>|t|) 0.000815***).
Now, we compare the difference between the geminates and the singletons as in rat tail-veto, son name-anoint, top
post-topee in the case of Americans. The results of statistical analyses are summarized in Table 15.
Table 15. Statistical correspondence between geminates and singletons in Americans

word

Speaker

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

rat tail-veto

American

71.5

26.51

13

2.697

0.0183*

son name-anoint

American

77.33

16.1

13

4.804

0.000344***

top post-topee

American

61.58

21.51

13

2.864

0.0133*

As seen in Table 15, all the results reveal significant differences, and thus we can say that the Americans articulated
the pair of words rat tail-veto, son name-anoint, top post-topee each discriminately.
Let us consider whether any difference between the geminates and singletons is demonstrated in the case of Koreans.
As we see in Table 16, only rat tail-veto shows a significant difference, but there is none in son name-anoint and top
post-topee.
Table 16. Statistical correspondence between geminates and singletons in Koreans

word

Speaker

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

rat tail-veto

Korean

46.75

13.53

13

3.455

0.00427**

son name-anoint

Korean

13

15.18

13

0.856

0.407286

top post-topee

Korean

52.667

24.594

7.613

20.141

0.0664

In order to look at the differences of the mean values in all the words considered until now at once, we display each
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mean value of all the words of Americans and Koreans on a graph in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Comparison of word duration differences between Americans and Koreans

As we see in the graph, except for rat tail and son name, most mean values of Koreans are longer than Americans’.
Especially, the largest difference occurs in happen, and this is manifested in the difference of the mean values between
Americans(112 ms) and Koreans(173.08 ms). We can regard this as the Koreans having pronounced the word happen
like the two syllable words with the same stressed syllables. From these results, although the duration of rat tail and son
name is longer in Americans than Koreans, we can suppose that the Koreans seem to be more sensitive to syllable
structures, and morphemic or word boundaries in their articulations of those words. The results of these factors were
reflected in geminate-duration.
In sum, with regard to the differences of geminate duration in the words in (2a, b, c), only the cases of happen,
gramma, bookcase, roommate, nighttime, son name show significant differences between the two groups, but there are
none in rabbit, rat tail, top post. In the case of singletons as in topee, debit, coma, okay, veto, anoint in (6a, b) which
contain /p, b, m, k, t, n/, only the cases of topee, veto, anoint show significant differences, but there are no significant
differences in debit, coma, okay between the two groups.
In regard to geminate-singleton duration differences, in Americans the cases of rat tail-veto, son name-anoint, top
post-topee display a significant difference, but there are no significant differences in happen-topee, rabbit-debit,
grammar-coma, bookcase-okay, roommate-coma, nighttime-veto. However, in the case of Koreans, we can see some
opposing cases in the duration comparison of geminate-singleton. For example, the cases of happen-topee,
roommate-coma, nighttime-veto, rat tail-veto show a significant difference, but there are none in rabbit-debit,
grammar-coma, bookcase-okay, son name-anoint, top post-topee. Interestingly, there are three common cases with no
significant difference between the two groups, rabbit-debit, grammar-coma, bookcase-okay. But in reverse, there is
only one case that shows a significant difference with both Americans and Koreans, which is rat tail-veto.
Now, let us go to the examples in (3). The main reason to consider these examples is to see whether in the words
straight tissue, the identical stop /t/s in sequence really take consonantal lengthening as a concatenated geminate [tt] in
phonetic representations, especially with reference to the other words stray tissue, straight issue in similar
environments. As we know, the /t/ of tissue in stray tissue is the onset of the stressed syllable, so it becomes aspirated.
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However, Kaye(2005)’s claim that gray tomb sounds like great tomb as geminated [tt] makes us question how
Americans and Koreans articulate stray tissue which is similar to gray tomb. Also, if we see a similar but slightly
different case straight issue, the final /t/ of straight is at the coda position of the stressed syllable. Thus, in this case, we
also have a doubt as to whether the Koreans articulate the /t/ shorter or longer in comparison to the Americans. Hence,
we conduct R-linear mixed statistic analyses on the mean values of the words in (3) with the two groups, and the results
are listed in Table 17.
Table 17. Statistical analyses of ‘stray tissue, gray tomb; straight issue, fight issue; straight tissue, white tie’

word
stray tissue
gray tomb
straight issue
fight issue
straight tissue
white tie

Speaker

Mean

American

134

Korean

149.58

American

145.25

Korean

167.5

American

80.5

Korean

147.58

American

79.58

Korean

143.33

American

209.83

Korean

219.33

American

180.33

Korean

214.33

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

18.917

7.553

23

2.504

0.0198*

65.42

16.53

46

3.957

0.00026***

11.042

9.768

47

1.13

0.264

As seen in Table 17, all of the mean values in Koreans is longer than Americans’, and especially the largest
differences in the mean values between the Americans and the Koreans are found in straight issue and fight issue. As for
this, we can presume that the Koreans articulated the final /t/s of the two words straight, fight with the insertion of a
vowel which has been regarded as a traditional phenomenon to Korean speakers. The results of statistical tests show
significant differences(p<0.05) in the cases of stray tissue, gray tomb, straight issue, fight issue, but not in straight
tissue, white tie. With regard to stray tissue, gray tomb, when comparing the /t/ of veto with the /t/s in tissue, tomb, the
durations of the /t/s in the two words are considerably longer than that of each singleton(veto) of the American(112.66
ms) and the Korean(134.33 ms). Such a result seems to accord with the assertion of Kaye. Next, let us consider the
correlation between the geminated consonants of straight tissue and the singleton of veto. For a comparison with the
mean values between these words, we perform statistical tests the same as before, and the results are presented in
Table 18.
Table 18. Statistical correspondence between a geminate and a singleton in Americans and Koreans

word

Speaker

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

straight
tissue-veto

American

97.17

40.13

13

2.421

0.0308*

Korean

85

53.841

8.096

1.579

0.153
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As we see in Table 18, only Americans show a significant difference which means that they articulated the geminate
and singleton discriminately, but there is no significant difference in Koreans. At first, we expect that the Koreans will
articulate the geminated form [tt] of straight tissue longer in duration than the /t/ of veto, since, when pronouncing those
words, they are definitely aware of the spelling of the words. However, the result is contrary to our expectation as seen
in the table.
Finally, with respect to the examples in (4), we have already described why the words containing the liquid /l/ should
be considered in our study. In short, when the /l/ is located between stressed syllables and unstressed syllables, it can be
regarded as ambisyllabic (Fallow, 1981). Eventually, the /l/ in the ambisyllabic position undergoes consonantal
lengthening as a geminate. On the basis of this theoretical approach, we experiment on Americans and Koreans to find
out the correlation between gemination and ambisyllabicity through a serious of words containing the /l/, especially the
difference in duration between geminate structures and a singleton. At first, we perform R-linear mixed statistic
analyses on the mean values of the words balance, color, salad in (4a) with the two groups, and the results are listed in
Table 19.
Table 19. Statistical analyses of ‘balance, color, salad’

word
balance
color
salad

Speaker

Mean

American

90.16

Korean

94.91

American

70.41

Korean

94.91

American

74.66

Korean

93.91

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

4.75

8.887

22

0.535

0.598

24.5

7.959

22

3.078

0.00550**

19.25

6.61

20

2.912

0.00861**

As seen in Table 19, the differences in duration of the /l/s in color, salad between Americans and Koreans are
significant, but not so in balance. Interestingly, this shows the same mean value(94.91 ms) in the two words balance,
color in Koreans and for salad is also similar. This means that the Koreans articulated all the /l/s in those words
similarly. Also, most mean values of the Koreans are significantly longer than Americans’. That is, this seems to be
consistent with the assertion that Korean students syllabify the intervocalic liquid /l/ as ambisyllabic at a high rate
because of their innate abilities in their mother language (Oh, 2013).
Now, let us consider the duration between the words balance, color, salad and the word silent containing a
singleton. Before doing so, at first, we compare the mean values of Americans with Koreans’ as to the word silent.
Even in silent, the Korean’s mean value(94.66 ms) of the /l/ is longer than that of the American(69.33 ms), and thus,
the difference in duration between the two speakers is significant(Estimate 25.333, Std. Error 8.825, df 4, t value
2.87, Pr(>|t|) 0.045447*). Next, the results of comparing the duration between balance, color, salad and silent are
summarized in Table 20. As we see in the table, unexpectedly, none of the cases show any significant difference in
correlation between the ambisyllabic consonant /l/ and the singleton /l/. In other words, this means that both two
groups of speakers articulated the words containing the /l/ the same without distinction between ambisyllabic
consonants and a singleton.
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Table 20. Statistical correspondence between ambisyllabic consonants and a singleton in Americans and Koreans

word
balance-silent
color-silent
salad-silent

Speaker

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

American

20.833

17.759

6.871

1.173

0.28

Korean

0.25

10.066

8.518

0.025

0.980759

American

1.083

14.867

6.721

0.073

0.944

Korean

0.25

10.522

9.067

0.024

0.981559

American

5.333

8.725

12

0.611

0.55158

Korean

-0.75

11.87

9.709

-0.063

0.9509

As the final examples, let us consider the words in (4b). As with (4a), we perform statistical analyses the same way. In
the previous section, as for the Korean consonant /l/(/ㄹ/), it said that Koreans perceived the intervocalic /l/s as
ambisyllabic as in Korean words ‘sallim and millim’ (Oh, 2013:275). In this case, however, we have a question about
how Koreans will articulate some English words similar to Korean words in the environments where the /l/s occur. For
this, we carry out statistical tests on the words wholly, mellow, teller in (4b). As we see in Table 21, all the results show
significant differences between the two groups. In the table, the duration of mellow, teller in Koreans is longer than that
of Americans. Wholly is the only exception. From the results, we can estimate that in the case of mellow, teller, the
Koreans may articulate these words more like two syllable-structures than wholly.
Table 21. Statistical analyses of ‘wholly, mellow, teller’

word
wholly
mellow
teller

Speaker

Mean

American

98.75

Korean

76.08

American

81.5

Korean

106.08

American

75

Korean

106.41

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

-22.67

10.27

22

-2.206

0.0381*

24.583

5.348

20

4.597

0.000175***

31.417

5.993

22

5.242

2.94e-05***

However, from the mean values in Table 21, we can find an interesting thing which is related to the word wholly. In
Koreans, the mean value of the word wholly is the smallest(76.08 ms), whereas in Americans, in reverse, it is the
largest(98.75 ms) among the three words wholly, mellow, teller. From these results, we can presume that in Koreans,
although wholly ends in a tense vowel, they did not perceive any difference between a tense vowel and a lax vowel, and
thus it is probable that the Koreans articulated the -y of wholly with a lax vowel especially in the word-final position and
this resulted in a short duration of /l/ with the vowel.
On the other hand, as to the long duration of the /l/ in wholly in Americans, it seems that their articulations match up
with Pulgram(1970:48)’s claim that ‘the first half of -ll- in wholly is articulated with a dark allophone and the second
half of it with a light allophone such as [ho·[ɫ-l]i].’ Also, we can view the /l/ of the word mellow in relation to the
duration from a similar perspective. However, in the case of teller, the duration of the word is the shortest among those
words. Regarding this, we can conjecture that the Americans perceived the word as composed of two morphemes, so the
/l/ of tell- was articulated with a word-final sound just as a dark allophone.
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Finally, let us look at the correlation between the words wholly, mellow, teller and the word silent containing a
singleton. To compare the mean values between these words within each group, we conduct statistical tests, and the
results are summarized in Table 22.
Table 22. Statistical correspondence between geminate consonants and a singleton in Americans and Koreans

word
wholly-silent
mellow-silent
teller-silent

Speaker
American
Korean
American
Korean
American
Korean

Estimate
29.417
-18.58
12.167
11.417
5.667
11.75

Std. Error
11.777
18.55
9.462
8.323
8.143
10.03

df
6.895
13
9.411
8.508
13
13

t value
2.498
-1.002
1.286
1.372
0.696
1.171

Pr(>|t|)
0.0416*
0.33472
0.22925
0.20523
0.498732
0.262488

As seen in the above table, the case of wholly-silent shows a significant difference(p<0.05) only in Americans, but
otherwise there are no significant differences. Therefore, we can infer that most Americans and Koreans articulated the
words mellow, teller regardless of their spelling(-ll-) and the word silent similarly. The only exception is wholly.
However, in the case of Koreans, if we compare the mean values of the words in Table 19 and Table 21, we can arrive
at a conclusion that, although all the words of Table 19 and Table 21 contain /l/s which are situated in ambisyllabic
environments, the Koreans were more aware of the spelling(-ll-), and thus they articulated the words teller(106.41 ms),
mellow(106.08 ms) longer than balance(94.91 ms), color(94.91 ms), salad(93.91 ms).
To see at a glance the differences between Americans and Koreans regarding all the words in Table 19 and Table 21,
we display the mean values of all the words of the two groups on a graph in Figure 4. As seen in the graph, the Koreans
articulated most of words longer than the Americans, except for the word wholly. Although there are such differences in
duration between the two groups, the cases with statistically significant differences are at the words color, salad,
wholly, mellow, teller, but in the case of balance, there is no significant difference, which means that the
Americans(90.15 ms) and Koreans(94.91 ms) articulated the word similarly. From these comparison results, we can
suppose that when perceiving and articulating the English words containing the liquid /l/s, the Koreans seem to be
affected by the innate abilities of their mother language mentioned previously.

Fig. 4. Comparison of word duration differences between Americans and Koreans
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In sum, with respect to the duration of supposed geminates in the words in (4a, b), the cases of color, salad, wholly,
mellow, teller show a significant difference, but there is no significant difference in only balance between the two
groups. In comparison between balance, color, salad and silent in terms of duration, none of the cases display a
significant difference. However, regarding the correspondence between wholly, mellow, teller and silent, only the case
of wholly-silent displays a significant difference for Americans. That is, from the fact that even the Americans
articulated the word wholly(98.75 ms) longer than the word silent(69.33 ms), we can conjecture that they also
articulated the word wholly by being consciously aware of its spelling, which is consistent with Pulgram’s claim.

3. Discussion and Conclusion
In this study, we focus on investigating whether any duration differences exist in geminate structures as well as in the
correlation between geminates and singletons in Korean and English words. Through the Korean words, we want to
identify any differences in the duration between assimilated and tensified geminates and their corresponding singletons
and to see what tendencies the Koreans demonstrate in the interrelation between assimilation-gemination/
tensification-degemination and ambisyllabicity-gemination. In the case of the English words, we try to confirm the
difference in the duration between geminates and singletons in intervocalic phonetic environments. For this purpose, we
performed experiments on Americans and Koreans and then carried out R-linear mixed statistical analyses on the mean
values of all the words measured.
Firstly, when we considered the differences in the mean values in the words cheonli, nanlo, kwanljo presented in (1)
between Americans and Koreans, the results showed statistically signifiant differences(p<0.05) between the two
groups. Secondly, with respect to the words akki, geotta, chitssol, only the words akki, geotta displayed a significant
difference, but did not in chitssol(p>0.08). Regarding the differences between the two groups for the first examples, we
can presume that the Americans may be unfamiliar with those Korean words and this made them articulate the words
with a careful speech style. However, in the second examples, in reverse, the difference between the two groups can be
attributed to our assumption that the Koreans articulated the words like two-syllable words by perception of their
spelling.
Thirdly, in order to establish the differences in duration between geminates and their corresponding singletons, we
conducted statistical analyses on the mean values between the words in (1a, b) and (5a, b) within each group. The results
of the comparison were that, in Americans, only the correspondence in cheonli, nanlo, kwanljo-cheoli /seoli showed a
significant difference, whereas in Koreans, all the cases cheonli, nanlo, kwanljo-cheoli /seoli, akki-siki, geotta-sata,
chitssol-chisil displayed a significant difference. Based on these results, we can say that the Korean speakers articulated
these words with more spelling-awareness than the Americans, and thus this caused the distinction in duration between
Americans and Koreans.
With respect to the English words in (2), as with the examples in (1), we compare the duration between Americans
and Koreans, and then examine the correlation between tautomorphemic geminates and singletons within each group.
Firstly, when we conducted statistical analyses on the words happen, rabbit, grammar between the two groups, the
words happen, grammar showed a significant difference, but did not in rabbit. Such differences means that while the
Korean speakers articulated the two words relatively longer than the American speakers, the word rabbit was
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articulated similarly to the Americans. In regard to the differences in duration between geminates and singletons as in
happen-topee, rabbit-debit, grammar-coma, in the case of Americans none of the cases showed any significant
difference. This means that they articulated both geminates and singletons very similarly without perceiving their
structural differences in phonetic representations. On the other hand, in the Koreans, a significant difference was found
only in happen-topee. We can verify that from the difference between the mean values of the two words(happen(178.08
ms), topee(138.66 ms)), this also demonstrates that the Korean speakers articulated the word conscious of its spelling.
Secondly, in the case of bookcase, roommate, nighttime in (2b), the two groups of speakers showed a significant
difference, and from this fact, we can infer that such geminate structures composed of heteromorphemes made Korean
speakers articulate longer than American speakers. Also, in regard to the correspondence between geminates and
singletons as in bookcase-okay, roommate-coma, nighttime-veto, the Americans articulated all the cases similarly, so
that there was no significant difference. Consequently, this means that the morphemic boundaries did not affect their
articulation of those words. On the contrary, the Koreans were partially affected by the morphemic boundaries as well
as articulation in the velar stops, since, according to our expectation, there were significant differences in
roommate-coma, nighttime-veto, but not in bookcase-okay. In the case of bookcase-okay, as stated earlier, we can guess
that the Koreans articulated the two words containing the velar stops with less closure and more forwardly for easy
articulation.
Thirdly, the words rat tail, son name, top post in (2c), as we know, have been regarded as word-boundary geminates
because heteromorphemes are concatenated at the boundaries. Here we did the same procedures as with (2a, b) for the
comparison of duration in those words between Americans and Koreans. The statistical analysis results showed us that
a significant difference was shown in son name, and otherwise there was no significant difference. From this fact, it is
thought that the Koreans articulated the words containing the voiceless stop sounds /t, p/ similarly to the Americans.
Next, when considering the correlation between the geminates and their singletons in terms of duration such as rat
tail-veto, son name-anoint, top post-topee, on the bases of the results we can say that in Americans all the cases showed
a significant difference. We can state that they articulated each pair of words each distinctively. In the case of Koreans,
a significant difference was seen only in rat tail-veto. Koreans articulated the other word pairs similarly.
Now, let us review the results of the examples in (3). The main purpose for which the words in (3) are considered was
to look into how the alveolar stop /t/s similar to their occurrence environments were realized, especially with reference
to a concatenated geminate [tt] in phonetic representations as in straight tissue, white tie. The results of all statistical
analyses did not show any significant difference in either the Americans or the Koreans excepting the words straight
tissue, white tie. This fact, on the contrary, demonstrates that the Koreans articulated the geminate forms containing the
alveolar stops similarly to the Americans. Furthermore, it is estimated that both groups of speakers pronounced such
pairs of words by giving a greater interval between the alveolar stops in comparison to the other examples stray tissue,
straight issue. With respect to the correlation between the geminate of straight tissue and the singleton of veto, only the
Americans showed a significant difference, so this means that they articulated the geminate and the singleton distinctly.
However, in the case of the Koreans, unlike the aforementioned rat tail-veto, there was no significant difference. The
reason for this can be found in that when the Koreans articulated the word straight tissue, contrary to rat tail, some of
them articulated straight tissue like one alveolar stop sound with the involvement of the diphthong pronunciation of
straight.
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Finally, the reason why we consider the examples in (4) is to investigate the correlation between gemination and
ambisyllabicity through the words containing the /l/s, especially the differences in duration between geminate structures
and the singleton. In regard to the words balance, color, salad, the statistically significant differences between
Americans and Koreans were in the words color, salad, but not in balance. In fact, most mean values of the Koreans
were relatively longer than Americans’. Such consonantal lengthening seem to accord with Oh(2013)’s claim who
insisted that Koreans perceive the intervocalic /l/s as ambisyllabic. Next, we considered the duration between the
geminated consonants in balance, color, salad and the singleton of silent. The results of the comparison suggest that
both groups of speakers articulated the words containing the /l/ the same without discriminating between ambisyllabic
consonants and singletons, since none of the cases showed any significant difference(p>0.05).
With respect to the examples in (4b) as in wholly, mellow, teller, all the cases showed significant differences between
Americans and Koreans. In the comparison of the differences in duration between those words and the word silent
containing a singleton, the only significant difference was in wholly-silent for the Americans. Based on this result, we
can presume that most Americans and Koreans articulated the other pairs of words the same without recognizing the
ambisyllabic structures or word spellings.
In conclusion, when looking back on this study, most Koreans tend to articulate the experimental words which go
with geminate structures in English and Korean words by deeply relying on the word spellings and structures rather than
recognizing sound variations in their specific contexts. This fact reflects that although the Koreans who participated in
our study have been majoring in English for several years, their overall English pronunciation characteristics are still
influenced by the sound patterns of their mother language. For an improvement in our study, it is necessary to consider
other types of consonants in English as well as more limited environments of the vowels. This should get more general
results as to the study of geminate duration.
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